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DSI is a collaborative movement among Dominican Sisters of the apostolic life.
In Rome, May 1995 some 80 Prioresses Generals voted to form

Dominican Sisters International (DSI)
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Sr. Margaret Ormond, OP - DSI International Coordinator
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This is not an interview to read, but an interview to listen to, to be able to catch all the emotions that
flowed between Margaret and me, all the whispers that tell us much more than many words, all the
not-said things that bring the truth directly inside of you. We sometimes cried, not because we were
suffering, but because when a heart speaks freely all others are touched and moved. Margaret has
shared with us with authenticity, with no mask and no fear…

Thanks, Margaret for accepting this interview…

Patrizia Morgante, Interviewer; Sr Jo Ann Hohenbrink, transcriber
   Santa Sabina, March 2007

I am deeply moved to
be interviewing you,
Margaret.  I feel a real sense
of responsibility as I do this
because I want to capture
YOU as much as possible.
You are not used to being on
this side of the table, with
you telling the story, are you?

You are right. I was
interviewed once before for IDI
when I first came to Santa
Sabina nine years ago.  But that
was at the very beginning.

It is a very special time
for you, for us and for DSI.
Who was Margaret before
starting the DSI adventure?

I was a Dominican
preacher who read about the
global OP family, visited some parts of it but mostly
stayed affectively and mentally in my own
backyard.

What were your mission experiences in
your congregation?

Inside the US, I was mostly involved in
formation and leadership.  I also taught at the
high school and university levels and preached
retreats with Parable, a national organization for
Dominican life and mission. Outside the US, as
Prioress General, I visited Peru and Bolivia and
also I visited Central America when I worked in

Parable.  What was so
significant for me as I
traveled around both in the
U.S. and in Latin America,
I was moved by the stories
of people whom I met.  I
remember one time
walking around Salvador, I
was visiting the barrio, 22
Aprile, on the outskirts of
San Salvador with br
Jimmy Barnett, op. When
I saw the garbage site
where the people lived, I
was overcome by tears.  I
tried to hide my tears and
just catch my breath so I
could carry on without
much notice.  But, a little
girl, who was probably

about 6, saw me crying.  She reached up, waved
a hand to call me down to where she could touch
me and she wiped away my tears.  She showed
me compassion in a way that was transforming
because after that I knew I had to move beyond
my backyard.  She was the one that led me to
discover my international vocation.

We can say that you have been
evangelized by the people you met…
How much did you feel your congregation’s
support during this time?
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I am delighted you included this question in
this interview, Patrizia, because I want to tell
everyone how extraordinarily supportive my
congregation has been.   They sent me here,
supported me while I was here, listened to my
stories, wiped my tears, hosted my many
international friends who dropped in to Columbus
on route somewhere, and they entered into my
ministry and that of DSI. I am especially grateful
to sr Mary Faith Geelan and sr Anne Kilbride,
prioresses during my time in Rome and their
Councils, for their unconditional support.  I could
never have survived without this congregational
support.

Margaret and DSI: a story that  began
9 years ago, a long story.  What  comes to
your mind when you look back, try to
remember the very first times?

In the beginning, I spent a lot of time just
finding the names and addresses of Dominican
sisters around the world.  I
remember once when fr.
Yvon Pomerleau brought
me a map of Africa and
showed me places where
Dominicans were. Honestly
it was the first time I heard
of some of these places.
Then I tried to find ways to
connect with as many
sisters as possible in the
different parts of the world, to see first hand what
their lives and ministries were all about.

I remember the first time I went to the
Philippines, sr Zenaida Nacpil and sr Aurora
Villaverde arranged for me to visit 17 out of the
18 congregations.  We went by boat, by plane,
by car, and we walked.  The “Mabuhay” (welcome)
and harmony of these people inspired me greatly.
In fact, I left part of my heart in the Philippines.

And I also recall the first time I visited
Argentina when sr. Joan O’Shanahan arranged for
me to visit the 9 congregations of sisters there.  I
immediately was struck by their collaborative spirit

a n d
commitment
to justice.
It was
written all
over their
faces and
h e a r t s .
That is
when I
knew I had
to learn

Spanish so I could walk a little more closely in
their shoes and enter their holy ground.  Our Latin
American sisters have always been an inspiration
to me.

Meeting
representatives
from the 6
congregations
in Eastern
Europe was
also inspiring.
Though most
of us could not
u n d e r s t a n d
each other, we
used a lot of gestures and art to tell our stories
and somehow we were able to connect.   I was
moved by their experiences during the Communist
regime and how they were silenced and robbed

of their property.  Sr
Slavomira from the
Czech Republic told me
how the day in 1949 they
finished the construction
of their new
Motherhouse, the police
approached her and
asked her for the key
and said, “Now this will be
our headquarters!”

Oh, I have so many stories but that would
continue long into a book!

I hope you will now have time to write
that book!
Margaret, people come up always from your
stories. I invite you to think of all the people
you have met. I guess you have met
thousand of people: sisters, friars, laity…
What did you learn form them?

I learned so much from the people I met.  I
remember meeting the Vietnamese sister, whose
name in English means LOVE, who was then 113
and I asked her for some word of wisdom.  Here
I expected her to tell me to fast or pray.  She
said, “Listen, community living doesn’t get any
easier. Even at my age, I struggle with it.”  She
made me laugh because she was so real in her
wisdom.

Another person I learned from was Felix
Foco Fovo, a lay Dominican from Bamenda,
Cameroon. When he talked to his lay fraternity, I
really thought it was Saint Dominic who was
talking. He talked about how important it was for
them as Dominicans to study and he
recommended reading the Summa, the Rhineland

If you had to compare DSI to a
painting or a book or a song, what

would you say?
I am reminded of an old song, which I

like to adapt this way – “Anything I can
do, we can do better.  Anything I can be,

we can be better!”
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mystics, and Las Casas!  His bibliography was
longer than any I received in the novitiate.

I also recall a meeting of the laity in Uruguay
in January, 1997 with fr Jose Luis de Miguel when
representatives of all different kinds of lay groups
– fraternities, associates, congregations, justice
and peace commissions, parish workers – all
shared about their common Dominican identity
and mission without any competition or critique
of the other.

I was also moved by the desire of the
sisters from the United States to connect more
with our sisters in Africa, without ignoring in any
way their solidarity with our sisters and family in
Latin America.  I was impressed from the
beginning with the way the sisters in Europe were
organized nationally. I remember hearing upon
my arrival that Groupement Fraternel in France
has been collaborating for over 50 years.  I tried
to see how their experiences could help our sisters
in other parts of the world, who were just
beginning to organize.

As sisters, we have a lot of experience and
history in collaboration.  Sometimes we didn’t
name it that but we have a long experience of
connecting and going beyond our
own means and ways to build a
better world.

Listening to the warm
and moving way you are
talking about them, I am sure
that you will keep all these
faces in your mind forever.
Among those people you have met over the
years, there were some live prophets. Can
you tell us about some of them?

I really welcome this question because
different people jump into my mind. I recall the
three sisters Ardeth Platte, OP, Carol Gilbert, OP,
and Jackie Hudson, who went to prison to expose
the US policy on weapons of mass destruction.
When I tried to visit sr Ardeth in Darien,
Connecticut, I filled out all of the forms beforehand
and I made the application.  When I arrived, I was
told “No, you are not registered.”   I was so sorry
because I went to the prison in the name of DSI
to offer sr Ardeth and the other two sisters our
solidarity in sisterhood.  DSI had signed a petition
at the Fourth General Assembly of DSI and I
wanted to deliver personally the message.  And
when I went to the Darien Correctional Institute
and saw the isolation that she must be
experiencing, I wanted to scale the walls to be
with her.

Another group that preached a prophetic
word to me was the sisters in Mindanao,
Philippines.  The sisters told me there was a
“contract” on their
heads in a
fundamentalist area
where they had a
school.  I said, “What
are you going to do?”
and they responded,
“Oh, we are going to
continue our ministry
as if this was not so.
Our people need us
here so we cannot let
fear stop us.”

And, of course,
the example of our
Iraqi sisters and
Palestinian sisters never ceases to disturb me and
challenge me.  How they cope and remain faith-
filled staggers me every single moment of every
single day. One sister from Iraq recently said to
me “We have to rely on your hope because ours
is in short supply, just now!.”

Another group of prophetic people were the
members of the Coordinating
Council  over the years and
the leaders of many different
congregations, who were
strong, encouraging sisters to
remain faithful to the poor in
their midst, regardless of the
cost.  I remember the sisters

in East Timor when they decided to stay with the
people during the Indonesian invasion and their
leaders encouraged them to remain there.   Many
of these leaders are prophetic and encourage their
sisters to be the same.  And again this list could
continue.   How can I not be inspired by these
prophets in our midst?

DSI was a source of joy and love for
you, but also a source of sorrows, concern
and tears. Do you want to share with us some
stories of joy and some stories of sorrows in
this long adventure?

Certainly the stories of joy for me abound.
To tell just one or two is not easy but I will try. I
participated in the leadership courses for prioresses
and councils of native, non-international
congregations and I experienced great joy when
I saw how these sisters were able to identify their
struggles, to find ways through them, and be
convinced that, indeed, they had in their grasp
the gifts needed to go forward into the future
with their sisters.  I remember after the leadership

DSI is a structure that will

enable us to be collaborative,

international preachers.



course in Peru, one of the teachers from the first
segment of the course, came back to say good-
bye during the closing evaluation and pulled me
aside and said “I can’t believe these are the same
people.  They have become who they are and
they are even standing much taller.” So, the joy
of seeing people seize the opportunity to take
charge of their own situations and find ways to
overcome the hurdles and create a path for the
preaching, that is the joy, delight and beauty, the
kind I have been working with in DSI these past
nine years.

Something that makes me laugh is how
naïve I was at the beginning, thinking that my
way was universal and that it was a good way, or
the only way for things to happen.  I laugh at my
naivety.  I can’t help but recall how patient people
were with me at the beginning.  I never felt they
were laughing at me but they certainly laughed
with me during those times.  So these are some
of my joys and laughs.

A story that makes me cry – let me think.
To see the suffering of people that I have come
to know and love, to see them go without the
basic necessities of life: insufficient food, little time
to study theology, not enough space to be creative
and artistic.  I cry tears of sadness.  Why can’t
there be a more even distribution of resources
among our sisters and brothers?  And here I don’t
just mean our sisters and brothers in the
Dominican family but our sisters and brothers in
global society, our human family.  I have high
hopes that our reflection on the Millennium
Development Goals during the DSI Assembly will
enable us to address this problem more
effectively.

Many times when I fly back to Rome, after
visiting some of these desperate situations,
though, I always wonder who are the rich and
who are the poor.  The faith, joy and care that I
have experienced in these situations has affected
me deeply.  Though I anguish about what these
people don’t have and how a better world is
necessary, I also envy their human and humane
ways of being and celebrating life.

Dear Margaret, DSI was a long chapter
of your Dominican life and you are leaving it;
you are not only leaving a role, but mainly
people. All these women and men, all these
sorrows and joys, all these people and stories
will accompany you wherever you go. Perhaps
you have many emotions in you heart right
now: how do you feel?

I definitely have mixed emotions.  On one
hand, I know that it is time for DSI to enter into
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the next stage of development and that another
face, another culture and language, another
person is vitally necessary for the future of DSI. I
have done all I could and I know it is time for the
next person to build on this foundation and expand
it.  But I will miss greatly my many friends in Rome
at Villa Rosa and Santa Sabina!  Both the sisters
and the friars have been like a family to me and
leaving them will be very difficult. We have been
through so much together and as the African
saying goes, “I am because we are!!”  So there
will be a great hole in my heart for many, many
days and years to come.

You are preparing your bags to leave
with all the things that you have gathered
during these years. But perhaps the most
important things that you will put in are not
material objects, the ones that you can not
touch but you can feel they are there…

I will carry the hugs and smiles that I have
received during these past nine years. The little
children I’ve met in the many schools where we
are teaching, their hugs, their hopes, their smiles,
and their wide eyes, will stay with me.  I will cherish
the hospitality and graciousness I received along
the way.  Those hugs will stay with me forever.  I
will also carry with me my tears of leaving people
that inspired me, challenged me and loved me.  I
also have a storehouse of ideas that have been
shared over these years – I have been privy to
the wisdom of Petronille Kayiba and Antoinetta
Potente, Albert Nolan and Gustavo Gutierrez,
Arlene Flaherty and Don Goergen, along with many
others, so I look forward to having more time to
digest their words and actions. I have learned that
I don’t need as much stuff as I thought I did so
there will be plenty of room in my suitcases for
these treasures and I will hold each one as if it
was gold.

How has DSI changed your life, Margaret?
DSI has helped to change me because I

am no longer only an American Dominican but a
global citizen of our world.  It changed me as I
have discovered how I can be weak and inept
and still be very happy. This experience of
weakness, for example, of  not being able to
speak as many languages as I really needed to or
not being able  to really walk in the shoes of the
suffering people, has opened me to so many more
people than my strength ever did.

There are many other ways to
communicate: your body, your gestures and
your smile. So how have you been a gift to
others?
You will have to answer that question, Patrizia!
For me, the gift of listening to peoples’ stories,
sharing them, feeling their pain and suffering, joys
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and delights is always
mutual so I guess in that
way I have tried to be a gift
to others.  It has been my
privilege to listen and honor
the struggle of our sisters
and brothers. My tears and
hugs were the languages I
used to communicate.

DSI has many
mothers, doesn’t it? Do
you want to name some
of them?

The real mothers of
DSI are sr. Ann Wigley from South Africa, sr.
Veronica Rafferty from Argentina and the Iraqi
sisters.  The first two began collaborative ventures
in South Africa and Argentina, respectively and
asked “Can’t we do this on an international level?”
The Iraqi sisters told us how alone they were
during the First Gulf War and we said in unison
NEVER again will our sisters be alone.  I always
describe the beginning of DSI in this way:  the
Iraqi sisters cried and DSI was born.  Their
example gave me direction as I began my ministry
with DSI.  These ancestors encouraged me to
look for those sisters who were isolated, cut off
and to find ways to tell them “YOU ARE NOT
ALONE.  WE ARE WITH YOU”.

DSI is also a Margaret’s child… Now DSI
is 12 years old, is it ready for…?

We are quite adolescent and we are still
exploring our identity. We are asking ourselves
what role our congregations, continental
organizations and DSI play in
our developing consciousness
as an international sisterhood.
We need to learn how to rely
on each other more and use
our autonomy for the greater
good.  Sometimes our unique
histories and foundresses get
in the way of our collaboration.
As Brian Pierce said in his 2007
CIDALC report,
“congregationalism” prevents
sisters from being Family while
clericalism prevents friars. We
need to discover that our
congregations are instruments
to bring about the holy
preaching and that they are
not in opposition with each other but can be
networks to enhance our mission.

You have said a lot about sisters during
this interview.  Could you comment a little
about your experience with the friars?

In the beginning, it was
a struggle.  I was not used
to being in an all male
environment and they
were not used to having a
peer, who was a woman,
with them.  At times, I was
very lonely and bewildered
but then I discovered
some special brothers
who reached out to me,
sometimes at a risk to
themselves. I think of
Timothy, Kevin Toomey,

Chrys Finn and Jean-Jacques Pérennès in the
beginning years. And then Carlos came along and
welcomed me and DSI.  I am indebted to Jerry,
Chrys, Joao, Ed, Cost, really, all the promoters,
because we became a family together.  Let me
give you an example that just happened
yesterday. Just before fr David Kammler, the new
Promoter for the Laity, left for the Congress in
Argentina, he said: “Margaret, I will be back before
your Assembly so know that you can count on
me and my arms to carry anything you need.”
As promoters, we have had very many good
times and that goes a long way in creating
community and solidarity. So I guess I could say,
as the song goes, “I got by with a lot of help
from my friends” here at Santa Sabina!

The readers probably want to know
what is next for you.  Could you tell us some
of your plans?

After the Assembly, I hope to introduce the
next International
Coordinator. And then I
want to go home to my
congregation for retreat,
visiting my family, arranging
doctors’ appointments that
I have not made for many
moons, etc. Then I hope to
spend some time resting,
reading, and reflecting about
this special part of my life.
And after doing that for a
few months, I hope to
prepare for my next port of
call, which will probably be
in Africa.

Thanks for listening and for asking these
questions, dear Patrizia.  You have

helped me to recall some of the most life-
giving moments of my Dominican life.
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